
 Rules for the “YEGPIN” Pro Pinball Tournament 

 The majority of the detailed rules are adapted from INDISC High Stakes tournament whom we 
 thank for making them available for other tournaments. 

 I.  Quick Overview 

 The YEGPIN Pro Pinball Championship (PPC) will be held on a bank of 8 tournament games. 

 PPC division cards are $50 each or 3 for $125 with 5 games recorded on each card. Those who 
 finish in posi�ons 1-4 (<41Players), 1-8 (<81 players), 1-16 (<161 players)  will qualify for the PPC 
 playoffs. 

 A point system is used to rank each player’s score on each machine. Those who rank highest at 
 the end of qualifying will par�cipate in the group match play final rounds. In the final playoff 
 rounds, qualified players play against each other in 3 games (1 more if a �ebreaker) to 
 determine whom advances and is crowned the champion. 

 II.  Schedule 

 1.  PPC 

 Qualifying Hours: 

 Please visit  www.yegpin.com  for all of the qualifying hours for the event. 

 III.  Machine Selec�on and Divisions 

 All players’ qualifying a�empts are considered “open” a�empts. 

 The PPC will be played with (2) modern/LCD, (2) mid-modern and (2) Late Solid State 
 (Post-1985) , (2) Early Solid State (1977 – 1984) and there will be one division of play. 

 IV.  Prizes 

 Every paid entry a�er that will be added to the final prize pool pot and will be allocated in the 
 following way. 5% will be held to pay for prizing and IFPA fees. 

 Please visit  www.yegpin.com  for all of the prize structure for the event. 
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 V.  Qualifying Rounds 

 1. Purchasing entries 

 Before purchasing any entries, players must be registered. Entries will not be sold for any 
 tournament beyond the posted �me and are non-refundable unless by special permission. 

 2. Playing an entry 

 Players will be added to a digital queue for a machine prior to play by either a scorekeeper, the 
 or by themselves via DTM (Drains Tournament Manger). Each player can only join one queue at 
 a �me regardless of machine division. If the machine is open, they must inform a scorekeeper 
 prior to beginning play to verify available entries. If there is a queue, the scorekeeper will call 
 the player when it is their turn if the player is not already present. If the player does not appear 
 within one minute, the next person in line may go ahead of them as called out by the 
 scorekeeper. Once the score is added to the so�ware, the entry cannot be voided, the only way 
 a change can be made to the score is by a tournament director where the score was incorrectly 
 entered. 

 3. Voiding an entry 

 Once a player has completed their game, the player may either choose to have the score 
 counted or to void the entry. If a player voids the entry they will abandon their en�re card. If 
 they choose to count the score, the scorekeeper will record the score, which the player should 
 verify. The scorekeeper will then ask the player if they wish to be added to a new game queue if 
 unused entries are available. Entries for YHS can be used for this specific tournament. Once an 
 entry is voided a player cannot undue the process and have the score added as a qualified 
 score. 

 4. Scoring 

 Each player’s best score on a machine will receive a point value based on its rank compared to 
 all other players’ scores. 

 For example, on each game in a division with a 200 point scale: 
 →  Score ranked #1 - receives 200 points. 
 →  Score ranked #2 - receives 190 points. 
 →  Score ranked #3- receives 185 points. 
 →  Score ranked #4- receives 184 points. 
 →  Score ranked #5- receives 183 points. 
 →  Score ranked #6- receives 182 points. ...And so on down to: 
 →  Score ranked #187- receives 1 point. 
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 A player’s overall score is the sum of their ranked scores on all machines in that division of the 
 tournament, whether or not the player has played all such machines. Because the rankings will 
 change as new scores are posted on each machine, the overall score of each player may change 
 as the qualifying rounds progress. In the event of two or more scores on a machine being 
 exactly �ed, the highest point value of the �ed posi�ons will be awarded for each such score. 
 Tournament officials will endeavor to provide up-to-date scores and rankings. The overall 
 ranking scores are used to determine which players qualify for the playoff rounds. 

 VI.  Advancement to Playoff Round 

 1. Advancing to final rounds 

 When qualifying rounds have been completed, a final calcula�on of entry scores will be made. 
 Those scores will be ranked, and the top unique players in each division will advance to the final 
 rounds. The determina�on of final qualifying standings will be made by tournament officials at 
 the end of qualifying hours, and shall not be changed for any reason, including player error or 
 tournament error. In the event that two or more players are �ed on the qualifying bubble, such 
 that not all of the �ed players can advance to the final rounds, a �ebreaking procedure will be 
 u�lized. The same procure will be used for “byes” as well. 

 In the event that two or more players are �ed a �ebreaking procedure will be used in order to 
 save �me. Each player’s best game rank will be examined. The player with the highest game 
 rank will be given the highest seeding, proceeding through all �ed players, in descending order 
 of game rank. If the players have the exact rank on each of the 7 games, then an one ball final 
 will be held on a randomly selected machine. The �ebreaker if needed will happen at the 
 conclusion of the tournament. 

 2. Machines Selec�on 

 The machines used for final rounds in each tournament will be the same as those used in 
 qualifying. 

 →  Machines will be in Modern, Electrical Mechanical, Mid-Modern, Early Solid State, Late 

 Solid State,  in that order 

 →  Machine selec�on will be based on performance of machines during qualifying 

 →  There can be anywhere from 4-8 machines in the finals with the spare machines 

 designated before rounds begin. 
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 All games played in the final rounds are treated as four-player. In the event a machine being 
 u�lized does not support enough simultaneous players, mul�ple games will be played on the 
 same machine, with playing order preference going by original seeding as usual, and the 
 resul�ng scores will be compared as if a single mul�player game had been played. 

 VII.  Playoff Round Format 

 1.  Choice of Play 

 The group that contains the highest-seeded player gets first choice of machine and so on. That 
 player will get to pick the machine of choice and has to play the next two games in order a�er 
 that. The games will be in the order of LED/Modern, Mid Modern, Late Solid State, Solid State. 
 For example if the player picks the Solid State, then the LED/Modern and Mid Modern would be 
 automa�cally selected. 

 The top seed in each group has the choice of machine on the first game, the remaining players 
 may choose their order, in descending order of seeding. (Note: the top seeded player does have 
 the op�on to defer game choice, they would s�ll have the op�on of picking first for posi�on). If 
 no player in a group will make a choice, the choice(s) is determined by the top seed who can 
 now duplicate a pick he/she wishes.  Note that the original qualifica�on of seeding of players 
 when entering the final rounds from qualifying is used in every round. At no �me does a player’s 
 seeding change from round to round; therefore the advantage of qualifying in first place can be 
 significant. When all games have been completed by a group, each player will have a point total 
 for the round. The players with the top two point totals from each group of four players will 
 advance. 

 2.  Finals Scoring 

 For both tournaments, three games will be played each round with each four-player game 
 scored as follows: 

 1st 4 
 2nd 2 
 3rd 1 
 4th 0 

 In the event of two or more scores on a machine being exactly �ed, the players with such scores 
 will immediately play a �ebreaker game, on the same machine, unless another machine is 
 selected by tournament officials. 
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 3.  Quarterfinal  Rounds 

 For the quarter-final rounds in each division, the qualifiers in each division (or players advancing 
 from quarterfinals, if those were played) will be divided into two groups of four. 

 The groups will be organized according to the original qualifying rank as shown here: 

 Group 1: #1, #8, #9, #16 
 Group 2: #2, #7, #10, #15 
 Group 3: #3, #6, #11, #14 
 Group 4: #4, #5, #12, #13 

 4.  Semifinal Rounds 

 For the semi-final rounds in each division, the qualifiers in each division (or players advancing 
 from quarterfinals, if those were played) will be divided into two groups of four. 

 The groups will be organized according to the original qualifying rank as shown here: 

 Group 1: #1, #4, #5, #8 
 Group 2: #2, #3, #6, #7 

 5.  Final Rounds 

 In each division, four players advance to the final round. The final round for each division is 
 conducted in the same manner as the semi-final round. The total scores for this round will 
 determine the ordering of winners in each division. All �es in the final round are considered 
 significant. Unless otherwise determined by tournament officials, the same machines will be 
 used in the final rounds as the previous rounds. 

 6.  Winners 

 Winners will receive cash prizes during an awards ceremony shortly following the conclusion of 
 all final rounds on Saturday. Winners need not be present to receive prizes; prizes will be 
 supplied via email transfer if necessary. Any taxes are the sole responsibility of winners. If you 
 do not show up for the playoff round or any of the playoffs rounds then you will forfeit your 
 winnings, there are no subs�tu�ons in the playoff round. Excep�ons due to an emergency will 
 be considered and determined by organizers. 

 7.  Tiebreaking 
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 Significant �es between players at the end of any of the final playoff round will be resolved by 
 one �ebreaking game. Note that a �e is only significant if it affects whether or not a player will 
 advance toward the final round, or occurs in the final round. In a �ebreaking game, the players 
 will play the next machine in line. The highest-seeded player may choose the order of play or 
 defer to another player. In the unlikely event of an exact scoring �e on the �ebreaking game, 
 only those affected players will play another �ebreaking game, on the next game in line, under 
 the same rules. 

 8.  Repor�ng Final Posi�ons 

 Final posi�ons as reported for IFPA will be based upon player’s posi�on rank during the A final 
 rounds, or based upon their qualifying ranking should they fail to qualify for division “A” finals. 

 VIII.  Machine Play Note: 

 1.  Machine Setup 

 Machines used in PPT will be modified and setup for tournament play. Advanced tournament 
 se�ngs (no extra balls, no ball saves, shortened mul�-ball �mers, etc.) and physical 
 modifica�ons (fa�er post rubbers, removed posts and rubbers, advanced outlanes, etc.) will be 
 made to the machines to ensure the tournament runs smoothly. Notes will be posted on the 
 machines to iden�fy so�ware adjustments that were made to help the compe�tors. 

 2.  Malfunc�ons 

 Occasionally machine can malfunc�on during a qualifying or playoff round. YEGPIN will do 
 absolutely everything they can do to get machines back working within the qualifica�on round. 
 If a machine breakdown in the first day and is not fixable, that machine will be removed and all 
 scores voided and a replacement machine may be put in to replace it. No refunds will be issued, 
 in other words play at your own risk on the first day of compe��on. If the failure happens on 
 the second day of qualifica�on, the machine will be shutdown the scores are held for the 
 reminder of the tournament. YEGPIN tests all machines before compe��on play however; we 
 s�ll reserve the right to fix glaring setup issues with a machine within the first four hours of 
 compe��on (too �ght of �lt, level issues, etc.). 

 IX.  Addi�onal Rules Informa�on 

 Any request for a ruling not contained within this document will be referred to the most 
 recent combined PAPA / IFPA Rules located at h�p://www.ifpapinball.com/rules 
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